






2. Keep the ball in their court.

DISCUSSION GUIDE 

I. Fill in the missing pair from the following:

2. 

3. 

Peaches and
---------

Oil and 
----------

Nuts and
----------

ight and ________ _ 

hare your missing pairs. ome of the e arc opposiLes and some j usL seem to go 
together. ome participants might have said oil and vinegar. Others might have said 
oil and water. The oil and vinegar mix or blend, but oil and water don't. Some 
ingredients just seem to go together better than others. Share examples of personality 
types that may blend or may not blend. hare personal experiences, if appropriate, 
and how you have handled them. 

Dr. Leman feels that families can facilitate the blending process by recognizing the 
different roles and distinct personalities that emerge in the family, especially in terms 
of birth order. He suggests there are certain characteristics people tend to have ba cd 
on their birth order. Dr. Leman classifies the characteristics by birth order a ecn on 
the chart below. Read the description for your birth order. ircle or highlight any 
characteristics for your birth order you agree you possess. 

Firstborn Middle Last Born Only Child 
Perfectionist Feels squeezed Attention getter Perfectionist 
Driven Sociable People person Super Firstbom 
Organized Compromising Channing Hates failure 
Scholarly Compatible Manipulative Dependable 
List maker Mediator Natural sales High expectation 

person for self 
Logical Independent Blames others More older and 

younger friends 
Leader Noncompetitive Precocious Super organized 
Compliant Impatient Engaging Super achiever 
Aggressive A voids conflict The clown "Adult" behavior 

-

Look at the typical characteristics for all birth orders. ircle or highlight other 
characteristics from the chart even if they are not for your birth order. For example, if 
you arc a middle child, but have characteristics of the firstborn, circle them. Don't fret 
over fitting the mold. Identify the characteristics that best describe your personality. 

hare some of your findings with the group. 
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4. 

5. 

Think about your spouse now. Use the chart to list the personality characteristics you 
think your spouse possesses. Write them below. 

Compare your characteristics in number 2 with those of your spouse in number 4. 
Identify which characteristics you think may complement each other. Next, identify 
those you think may clash (potential problem areas). Keep in mind that these are not 
necessarily good or bad characteristics. Think about the ease or difficulty in blending. 
Share your opinions with the other participants. 

Complementary characteristics of my spouse and me ___________ _ 

Potential problem areas 
----------------------

6. Now think about the children in your family. Identify them by name on the chart.
Circle the appropriate sex of each child and fill in the chart for aJI children in your
family. Remember to use the birth order from the family into which your children
were born. For example, your daughter may be a middle child now, but she was bom
into her original family as a firstborn, so place her as Mom or Dad's first. Use the
same chart in number 2 to identify charactedstics of each child. If you need more
room, draw your own chart on another piece of paper.

Morn's Dad's Mom's Dad's Mom's Dad's Mom's Dad's 
Only Only First First Middle Middle Last Last 

MorF MorF Morf MorF M or F MorF MorF Mor f 
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